GET A HANDLE ON PATIENT CARE WITH THE MOTION C5
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It’s highly portable. It’s lightweight. And, it’s ready to work for you.

The Motion® C5 was designed based on input from thousands of clinicians to simplify workflow and improve efficiency. It is the first mobile clinical assistant that integrates technology from Intel® Health. A convergence of technologies in the C5 allows you to do everything you normally do during your shift such as administer medication, record clinical notes and take pictures using one single device. With Intel® Centrino® processor technology and high-speed wireless connectivity, the C5 integrates key functions that clinicians require to be productive during the course of the day.

Whether you are treating a patient in a hospital or administering care in a home, you need a solution that can run your existing Electronic Medical Record (EMR) software and keep up with your active, fast-paced workday. The rugged C5 was built from the inside out with your specific needs in mind and delivers mobility and reliability at the point of care.

Streamline your workday

With the C5, you can enter handwritten information directly into patient records, making your workday more efficient and productive. In addition to saving time, the C5 offers a variety of convenient, integrated functions like programmable buttons, a point-and-shoot camera and a barcode scanner that allow you to spend more time in front of your patient and less time on paperwork.

Instead of using a clipboard, simply use the digitizer pen to input new patient data directly into the C5, pull up patient history on the spot, immediately update patient records at the point of care and instantly view up-to-the-minute chart information. By eliminating double documentation, the accuracy of information is increased while the potential for transcription and medication administration errors are decreased. Having this technology by your side not only means that your rounds are more efficient, but it also means your records remain constantly up-to-date and become immediately available to anyone who is caring for the patient.

Identify patients, medications and assets more rapidly and reliably with the C5’s optional integrated barcode scanner or standard radio frequency (RFID) technology. The built-in handle is designed to make everything from carrying it with you, to taking photos, to scanning medication easier. When it is time to administer medication, use the barcode scanner to scan your patient’s wristband. Then, simply scan the barcode on the medication to record the procedure. The C5 helps you confidently enforce the 5 rights of medication administration: right drug, right patient, right dosage, right route and right time.

From charting to medication management, the C5 instantly increases your productivity. Carry the C5 with you on your rounds and avoid ever having to wait your turn to input information into a shared desktop computer. The high-capacity lithium-ion battery keeps you working all day long with quick, easy, warm swapping between charges. And with constant access to schedules and Electronic Medical Records, you can access the patient records and check on resources at any time. Real-time access to this information means you are treating your patient as efficiently as possible and in a timely manner, improving overall quality of care and patient satisfaction.

Docking Station

The docking station allows you to recharge your CS and an extra battery at the same time.
Take patient care personally

Weighing approximately 3 lbs.\(^1\), the C5 is made for mobile use. Place it in your bag and take it with you on home visits or keep it by your side while making hospital rounds. No matter where your work takes you, view information on your screen clearly—in bright hospital lights during the day shift, or low lighting conditions during the night shift—with Motion’s optional View Anywhere® display. At the bedside, allow your patient to fill out forms, view images or read about their diagnosis. However you use the C5, it will instantly make the patient care experience more personal, and in turn more valuable.

Pull up the most up-to-date information about your patient right at the bedside, helping reduce downtime between patient diagnosis and treatment. The integrated camera allows you to easily take pictures and capture video of your patient so that you can instantly share those pictures with your patient while discussing their progress. Conversations with your patient become much more personal when you can find a chart or check for lab results right by their side. Plus, the natural handwriting interface is easy to use, empowering you to realize workflow efficiencies and save valuable time.

When your hands are full, use Motion’s Speak Anywhere® recording and dictating audio technology. Dictate patient information on the go or while sitting at a patient’s bedside. Clarify chart information instantly without ever leaving the room. Be empowered to give your patient accurate answers immediately and enjoy more personal patient interaction with the C5.

Designed to handle the rigorous demands of the healthcare environment, the rugged C5 helps you implement your existing patient safety processes for infection prevention without slowing you down. The 10.4” display, available with Gorilla™ glass providing four times the strength in breakage resistance\(^2\), is finished with a splash-proof seal making the entire system easy to wipe off and clean. Use the C5, wipe it off to disinfect, and keep working confidently knowing that you are helping maintain a sanitary healthcare environment.

Mobile caregivers now have access to scheduling and resource planning information from anywhere, increasing the accuracy of billing, insurance claims filing and processing. Once patient information is collected, keep the C5 by your side and ensure the most up-to-date information stays at your fingertips at all times.

With the C5, your day is less affected by charting interruptions because you can conveniently make changes directly into the EMR anytime. Its flexibility allows you to take it with you on rounds or dock it on the desktop at the nurses’ station. Implement the C5 into your healthcare environment and immediately expand the potential of your mobile healthcare capabilities.

\(^{1}\)Based on internal Motion strength tests versus standard display without Gorilla™ glass.
Security features with patient care in mind

The C5 has a number of healthcare-oriented security features that make it well-suited for the hustle and bustle of the patient care environment.

To ensure that only authorized users access sensitive patient data, use the biometric fingerprint reader or authenticate your badge with the RFID reader. Simply swipe your badge past the RFID reader and you are instantly logged in. While logged in, the Trusted Platform Module helps protect against inappropriate data transfers. And with time-stamp and voice-tag capabilities, monitoring usage of your C5 is quick and easy.

The top-of-the-line security features of the C5 empower mobile caregivers to collect, store and reference patient data more efficiently through every step of the care delivery process. Introduce a Motion C5 into your work environment and experience reliable, real-time communication of patient information today.

About Motion

Motion Computing is a leading provider of integrated mobile computing solutions, combining world-class products with services customized for the unique needs of target vertical markets. The company’s enhanced line of rugged tablet PCs, mobile point-of-care solutions and accessories are designed to increase mobile productivity while providing for stability, security, power and versatility.

Motion Mobility Solutions offers a complete portfolio of products, services and support that helps ensure a successful mobile deployment for increased productivity, reducing project risk while delivering a more rapid return on investment. For more information, visit www.motioncomputing.com
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